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Zmanim for TBwTBwTBwTBw    
Wesley Hills, NY 

4:17   -                            TWRN TQLDH 
4:35   -                                            HEYQw 
8:31  -                                     A‰M w‰QZ 
9:14  -                                  A‰RG w‰QZ 
10:03 -                         HLYPT IMZ FWS 
4:35   -                                           HEYQw 
5:19*  -                        OYBKWKH TAC 
5:47  -                                           72 TAC 
* Based on Emergence of 3 Stars  

Sunday – 12:57:00 AM - WLSK DLWM 
Rosh Chodesh Is Sunday 

Times courtesy of MyZmanim.com and 
EzrasTorah.org  

Now You Know 
Erev Rosh Chodesh is called Yom Kippur 

Koton because the day before the new 
moon is one of atonement. When Rosh 

Chodesh is Sunday, we read the 
Haftorah of “Machar Chodesh” on 

Shabbos. 

It recounts the story of the plan Dovid 
and King Shaul’s son Yehonason devise 

to confirm whether Shaul indeed wished 
to kill Dovid. 

When Shaul got enraged that Dovid was 

not at the Rosh Chodesh meal, it was 
clear that Dovid must flee. Per the plan, 

Yehonason shot three arrows into the 
field where Dovid was hiding and gave 

his aide instructions that included the 
code words Dovid needed was waiting 

for. When the boy left, the two men 
embraced and swore their descendants 

would remain at peace forever. 

They used a code to avoid openly 
speaking Lashon Hara, even though it 

was urgent, and they vowed to be at 
peace with each other. Both of these 

are things which atone. 

When a person doesn’t speak evil of 
others, the Satan is forbidden from 

speaking ill of him.  

When people are at peace, as they were 

when building the Tower of Babel, they 
can succeed even if they haven’t 

repented on their own. 

Perhaps this is a reason we read this 
Haftorah when Erev Rosh Chodesh is a 

Shabbos. 

Thought of the week: 

Don’t try to bring Heaven 
down to Earth. Bring Earth 
up to Heaven. 

(D:ZK TYwARB) „...YwPN VKRBT RWBEB HLKAW YL HAYBHW YTBHA RwAK OYMEUM YL HsEW‰ 
“And make for me delicacies like I enjoy and bring it to me and I shall eat it so 
that my soul will bless you before I die.” (Gen. 27:4) 

It seems strange to us that Yitzchak, the pure offering, who was bound on the altar and 
became so sanctified that he could not leave the land of Israel, would be so involved in 
food like this. Such a request appears out of character. 

Indeed, the commentaries explain that Yitzchak’s intent in having Esav prepare a meal 
for him (and some say it was the Korban Pesach, the Passover offering) was for Esav 
to merit the blessings Yaakov wished to give. Though he may not have realized the full 
extent of Esav’s wickedness, Yitzchak knew he was not worthy of the brachos yet. 

However, why does Yitzchak Avinu mention the words, “Like I enjoy”? That seems to 
imply he took physical gratification from the food. Are we to imagine that Yitzchak “liked 
to eat?” 

The simplest answer is that in order to fulfill the mitzvah of honoring his father 
completely, Esav’s intent had to be to not just give his father food, but to try to do his 
will by thinking about what Yitzchak would enjoy. When one’s concern is the recipient, 
the giving takes on a new dimension and is much more praiseworthy. 

However, there is also another deep lesson in Yitzchak’s expression of enjoyment. 
HaShem is the ultimate benefactor, and He gives us a world in which to obtain 
pleasure. While we do not chase every pleasure, we would be remiss if we didn’t enjoy 
the world. The physical enjoyment helps to engender feeling and passion, which 
enable us to appreciate and feel positively towards HaShem, Who gives us from His 
bounty. That is also what was necessary for blessing Esav. 

Yitzchak knew he could take the physical sensation and use it as a springboard for 
emotional and spiritual energy so he might give a more powerful bracha. Indeed, the 
Ramban strikingly comments that Rivka preferred to fool Yitzchak than not have him 
give the bracha with desire. 

Yitzchak recognized in Esav a tremendous physical strength and a passionate nature. 
He wanted to show him that these physical desires were created to be channeled and 
teach him how to do it. Yitzchak would eat the food Esav brought him, take pleasure in 
it, and turn that good feeling into a blessing for another person! In this way he hoped to 
teach Esav that our role in the world is to use everything HaShem gives us for a 
positive and lofty purpose – especially the pleasures we encounter and enjoy. 

R’ Moshe Feinstein would often be driven home by students from the Yeshiva. One day, 
when his regular driver was not available, they looked around for a student with a car. 
Seeing one, the boy making the arrangements said, “Goldstein!* You have a car, right? 
The Rosh Yeshiva needs a ride.” 

Rushing to his car, the young man began to prepare it for his prestigious passenger, 
hurriedly cranking the sunroof closed as R’ Moshe approached. 

“No, no, don’t close it,” said R’ Moshe with a smile as he removed his hat and sat down in 
the car. He raised his face to enjoy the sunshine and said, “It’s very nice this way.” 

The sage who was constantly involved in Torah study was not too big or too busy to stop 
and appreciate the simple pleasure of the warmth of the sun.                     *Name has been changed 
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By his children and grandchildren, 
the Davids and Gewirtz families 

Do it like you really 

mean it. 

Print, e-mail, and share Migdal 
Ohr with others.  You’ll be glad 

you did.   

E-mail ‘Subscribe’ to 

info@JewishSpeechWriter.com 

 


